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Abstract
The absolute and relative positions of injector and producer wells, during a waterflooding operation,
can have a profound impact on the oil production rate of the reservoir, the recovery factor and the
feasible economic life of the project. The conventional approach of finding optimal well positions is
highly laborious, computationally expensive, unreliable and requires experienced specialists. In this
paper, we delineate multiple novel artificial intelligence based proxy reservoir simulators (PRS), which
address these issues. PRS combine first engineering principles related to decline curve analysis and
efficient machine learning algorithms to predict production profiles of potential wells placed across a
discretized reservoir model. The simulators were applied and tested upon a conventional water drive
sandstone twin dome structure reservoir model. The reservoir model was undergoing a water flooding
operation through a singular fixed position injector well. The developed simulators were trained upon
production profiles that represent less than 10% of potential positions available for producer wells.
Subsequently, the PRS were able to predict the production profiles of all potential positions within
the time order of milliseconds. Furthermore, the A.I based simulators were found to have an average
predictive accuracy of 95%. The robust performance and inexpensive overhead of the PRS enables
them to be effective tools in facilitating agile and accurate decision-making for well placement.
Keywords: Machine Learning; Optimization; Reservoir Modelling; Well Placement
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Introduction

The volatility of oil prices and stiff competition from supplementary renewables have encouraged Oil and Gas companies to develop modelling tools that aid the increase of field productivity, minimize operational and capital cost,
mitigate operational uncertainty, and automate traditional analytical processes. Traditional producer and injector
well placement workflows in reservoirs undergoing secondary recovery operations are rarely versatile, and require
continuous expert human intervention. This article in subsequent sections presents the approach and fundamental
theory associated with two distinct A.I based PRS, which efficiently and with minimal supervision, determine the
optimal position of producer wells for conventional reservoir models with a single fixed position water injector well.
Moreover, this paper demonstrates the efficacy of both proxy simulators by exhibiting/evaluating the results generated from a case study that applies the PRS on a conventional water drive twin-dome sandstone reservoir model.
The major difference between both distinct proxy simulators is the way they optimize positions for multiple
producer wells. The proxy simulator, named ‘Iterative Approach,’ determines optimal producer well locations
in a sequential manner, whereas the simulator named ‘Pair Well Approach’ optimizes multiple producer well
locations in a simultaneous manner. In both cases the simulators are designed to be highly interpretable, and
make decisions based upon fundamental reservoir science principles, associated with decline curve analysis.
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Literature Review

Optimal well placements are highly dependent on geological parameters, field development schedules, and subsurface fluid attributes. Such placement problems are inherently complex, non-linear and multimodal (Wang et al.,
2016). To solve such intricate problems, the preferred method is to couple a reservoir numerical simulator with an
optimization algorithm (Yeten et al, 2002). The reservoir numerical simulator in the ‘preferred’ method calculates
objective functions, such as cumulative oil production or oil recovery, by finite differences (Sepehrnoori and Yu,
2014; Singh and Srinivasan, 2013, 2014). In this way, derivative free optimization algorithms, through methods
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like simulated annealing, are used to drive optimization procedures (well placements and targets; drilling schedules etc.). To accelerate the optimization process, three distinct approaches are usually applied. The approaches
include the development of streamline-based simulations, proxy models and reduced-order models (Afshari et al,
2011; Caers, 2003; Cruz et al, 2004; Ding et al, 2014; Jansen and Durlofsky, 2016; Gildin et al, 2006).
A streamline-based simulator models reservoirs by implicit saturation and explicit pressure formulations. Furthermore, streamline-based simulators explicitly calculate oil saturation through multiple one-dimensional streamlines
(Afshari et al, 2011). Therefore, they require less computing time than conventional numerical simulators, hence
accelerating the computation of the objective function. Proxy models are also frequently used to speed-up the
computation of the objective function. The framework of a proxy model usually contains artificial neural networks, statistical methods, and Kriging algorithms (Knudsen and Foss, 2015; Onwunalu et al, 2008; AlQahtani et
al, 2012). Proxy models expedite computation times by reducing the number of simulations needed to be run on
the numerical reservoir simulator. Reduced order models speed up the computation times by reducing the set of
reservoir variables through the implementation of the proper orthogonal decomposition based reduction and trajectory piecewise linearization procedures (He and Durlofsky, 2015; Jansen and Durlofsky, 2016; Gildin et al, 2006).
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Approach & Motivation to Develop Proxy Reservoir Simulators (PRS)

Two machine learning based PRS (Iterative and Pair Well Approach) and a conventional discretized reservoir
model are presented in this paper. The framework of both proxy simulators is similar. The PRS first extracts
production data from a discretized reservoir model that was developed using the Computer Modelling Group
(CMG) Black Oil Modelling Software Suite (CMG, 2019). The discretized reservoir model has active producer
and injector wells. For every simulation run on the discretized reservoir model, the position of the single producer
well (Iterative Approach) or pair producer wells (Pair Well Approach) changes, whereas the position of the injector well remains constant. In order to collect training data for the ML based PRS, we run multiple simulations
on the discretized reservoir model.
The proxy simulators use the discretized reservoir model’s production data and hyperbolic decline curve correlations to characterize well production profiles. The decline curve correlations are defined by three key parameters:
Initial Production Rate (Qi ), Decline Rate (b),Production Rate at Time of Abandonment (Qab ). The PRS are,
respectively, trained to predict the three defining parameters of the well production profiles for every possible
producer single/pair well placement on the discretized reservoir model. Subsequent to the predictions, the proxy
simulators calculate the expected ultimate recovery (EUR-approximation of the quantity of oil potentially recoverable from a well) of every potential single/pair producer well position. The proxy simulators choose optimal
well placements on the basis of EUR calculations. For a more detailed/visual overview of the ’approaches’, see
Figures 13.1 and 13.2.
The dual approach presented in this section addresses the need to compare the Iterative Approach, in which wells
are added one at a time in a sequential manner, with the simultaneous optimization of wells placement method
(Pair Well Approach). It is obvious that the optimal development plan will always be closer to the output of a
simultaneous well placement optimization, rather than results yielded from sequential optimization. This could
disqualify the iterative approach as intrinsically suboptimal. Nonetheless, these methods are not in competition,
since they correspond to two different development stages.
The Pair Well Approach is more relevant for green field planning in which facilities and piping are to be designed
for a plateau optimization. In such case, many wells must be placed at once for financial project evaluations.
Also, in such an early stage, the drilling campaigns may allow for parallel drilling operations.
The sequential optimization - placing the wells one by one - adapts better to mature fields in which production
is optimized to maintain plateau or extend field life. In mature fields it is unusual to have large drilling campaigns with many wells being drilled at same time. The prospect drilling/development operations are more likely
to consist of detailed/comprehensive well placement studies and field results analysis. Therefore the drilling of
subsequent new wells becomes an arduous and long process. The advantage of the sequential approach over the
simultaneous method in the mature field case is further reinforced by the customary management’s dilemma:
“Shall we drill a first well at the best possible spot, to then consider where an eventual second well should go, or
shall we sacrifice on the positioning of the first well, so that a higher combined production may be obtained once
an eventual second well is drilled?”. Anyone familiar with the oil and gas industry and its rhythms knows that
senior management is unlikely to approve the budget for a second well without even knowing the results of the
first one.
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Moreover, the use of decline curve analysis (DCA) to model wells response could be seen as a severe weakness
when implementing the iterative well placement. Specifically, the problem could be that any interaction with
other producers would invalidate prior DCA data, generated with individual well production. Nonetheless, the
nature of production optimization tends to place wells away from each other’s drainage regions, effectively solving
the issue. Indeed, once wells drainage areas start to show significant overlap, it may be suspected that too many
wells are being used, or that they are not placed in the right configuration. Also, if a pseudo steady state was
reached in the simulation, the DCA of non-interfering wells would remain valid. In order to estimate the effect
of the above considerations, a dual approach has been taken: single well placement for the implementation of
a sequential algorithm, and a Pair well placement PRS. This allows for comparison of the Iterative and the
Simultaneous placement strategies, within computationally affordable costs, while providing a tool that could
do the job of simultaneous placement for venturous managers who may yield a sizable operational and drilling
budget.
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Problem Statement

Subsequent sections outline a solution to a specific case study. In this case study the two PRS are being applied
on a conventional consolidated sandstone twin dome reservoir model undergoing water flooding (we developed the
reservoir model by using conventional black oil modelling tools). The objective of the A.I based proxy simulators is
to determine the optimal placement of single/pair producer wells perforated exclusively in layer 1 of the reservoir
model. The optimal placement is based on the EUR forecast. Only one injector well is responsible for the water
flooding operation, and the injector well location is assumed to be fixed over all cases. The position of the injector
well is off the axis of the structure, equidistant from the peaks of both twin domes, and the well is exclusively
perforated in layers 2 and 3 of the reservoir model. Furthermore, for single producer wells the cut off is set at
55% WCT, and for pair producer wells the field cut off is set at 65% WCT.
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Discretized Reservoir Model

The two proxy reservoir simulators were applied to a twin dome consolidated sand stone conventional water drive
reservoir model that was developed using conventional black oil reservoir modelling tools. The contour map of
the reservoir was modelled with multiple libraries found on python (NumPy, SciPy, etc.). The reservoir model
consists of 5 layers (depth range: 9802ft-10398ft), and the water oil contact was set at 10300ft. The size of the
grid cells discretizing the reservoir model is 300 ft. by 300 ft. The thickness of the grid cells significantly varies
across the reservoir model, with an average value of 25.4 ft. The resolution of the grid is currently limited in order
to restrict the size of the optimization problem. The pressure gradient of the reservoir fluid is 0.465 psi/ft. The
temperature gradient of the reservoir model is 1.2°F/100ft. The porosity and permeability values of grid cells in
the same layer are constant. The porosity value range across the 5 layers is 0.13-0.15. The horizontal permeability
range across the 5 layers is 6.27-17.09, with a permeability anisotropy of 10. The horizontal permeability values
are derived from the ‘Timur Empirical Equations’ (Timur A.,1968) and the corresponding porosity values. The
compressibility of the rock was modelled using the Newman empirical correlation (Newman G.H., 1973), and an
empirical correlation characterizing the relationship between pressure and porosity.
The bubble point pressure (P b) across the reservoir is kept constant at 2000 psi. P b is significantly lower
than the average reservoir pressure to ensure the reservoir remains undersaturated, and the water injector is
primarily responsible for increased oil recovery, and not subsurface pressure maintenance. The PVT model was
developed using a multitude of correlations including the Vasquez and Beggs correlation (Vazquez M.E., 1976);
Al-Shammasi correlation (Al-Shammasi A.A., 2001). The dynamic rock properties were modelled on the basis of
Brook-Corey correlations (Brooks R.H. et al., 1964). The well trajectory data files were developed on Python.
All wells simulated in the reservoir model are placed in cell centers, are vertical, and the perforation range of
the production wells is limited to the thickness of the top reservoir grid cell. The producer wells have a constant
draw down pressure of 300 psi, and the injector well has a constant injection over pressure of 350 psi. Only water
is being injected in the reservoir. The density of the water is 8.33 ppg. Figures 5.1 (2D Contour Map) and 4.2
(3D map) are comprehensive geological maps of the reservoir model. It should be noted that the fault showcased
in Figure 5.2 has 100% transmissibility. The fault has a throw of 6 ft in the south east direction. We intend to
alter and investigate the transmissibility parameter in future works, therefore in regards to this paper, the fault
merely provides geometric heterogeneity.
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6.1

Data Sampling
Iterative Approach

We selected a sample data size of 108 pseudo wells placements. The size of the data set was determined through
empirical means. The experimental process strived to minimize computational overhead, while giving a comprehensive spatial representation of the reservoir model. Only one injector well and one producer well are active
per run. We developed a sampling algorithm that positions a higher concentration of producer wells placements
within the shallowest contour that includes both twin domes. The concentration of wells follows a spatial skewered
normal distribution, with just under 65% of pseudo wells positioned within the ’shallowest contour’. This sampling
algorithm enabled the data resolution to be highest in the most likely location of the optimal well placement,
which in turn enhanced our ability to develop an accurate, robust and stable predictive model.
For all 108 pseudo wells we determined the time step at which the wells exceed their water cut limit (55%). The
shortest time step was specified as the abandonment time step for all pseudo wells. Hence, the characterization of
the production decline curve for all psuedo wells was limited to the declared time of abandonment. This process
bought a common production time period for all wells. Through Pandas (Pandas, 2021), a Python library, we
automated the filtering out of grid cells that had a grid thickness value lower than 10 ft for Qi , b and Qab
predictive algorithms. All the filtered grid cells are found on the fringes of the reservoir. Filtered grid cells
displayed anomalous characteristics and a very low EUR; therefore examination is unnecessary. We initiated the
filtration process to reduce variance within the training data set and in turn minimize the propensity of ML
algorithms to over fit and loose versatility. Figure 6.1 displays the locations of the 108-pseudo wells and the
location of the injector well.
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6.2

Pair Well Approach

The sample data size is 110 pairs of pseudo wells. Only one injector well and two production wells are active
per run. The same sampling algorithm as the Iterative Approach was used to position a higher concentration of
pseudo production wells within the shallowest contour that includes both twin domes. Furthermore, the pair of
wells chosen within the tightest contour is randomized, in order to give a fair representation of the spatial area.
The production data of the pair wells were aggregated and the combined production decline curves were then
analyzed. The approach to standardize the combined decline curves, and the removal of anomalous grid cells
was similar to the ’Iterative Approach’. However it should be noted that the field water cut limit for pair wells
approach was 65% as simultaneous pair well oil production yielded higher field production rates, which in turn
allowed the case study’s operator to incur higher water disposal costs.
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7.1

Decline Curve Analysis
Iterative Approach

The ‘Arps decline curve analysis’ (Arps J.J., 1945) method was used to characterize the production decline curves
for all pseudo wells. The Arps method was chosen, as it is highly versatile, computationally inexpensive and robust for conventional reservoirs. Table 7.1 provides a summary of all the equations used by the Iterative approach
to characterize the decline curve, and to calculate the EUR of every pseudo well. Equation 1 and 2 in Table 7.1
stipulates that the 3 defining parameters for Arps curves are Qi , Qa b and b. Equation 3 of Table 7.1 asserts that
the time of production abandonment for all pseudo wells is 13 years when the iterative approach is applied to
the case study outlined in section 4 (process of determining time of abandonment delineated in section 6.1). To
implement the Arps production decline curve analysis method on every pseudo well, we used the well’s production
data and an algorithm named Curve-fit (Scipy V.1.5.4, 2020). Curve-fit used the least square and trust region
method to determine the following Arps decline curve coefficients Qi , b, Qa b.
Figure 7.2 is a visual representation of the decline curve analysis process for a single pseudo well. For this
particular well, the limit water content of 55% occurs at 13 years. Therefore, the production curve is truncated
and characterized until the time of abandonment through curve-fit (Figure 7.2, top right). It should further be
noted that the original production profile graph (Figure 7.2, top left) displays an increase in oil production rate
post 13 years. The increase in production is caused by a surge in average pressure within layer 1 of the reservoir
model. The pressure increase is due to the steady infiltration of injected water, from layers 2 and 3, into layer 1.
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7.2

Pair Well Approach

Much like the iterative approach, the Pair Well approach also used the ‘Arps decline curve analysis’ method to
characterize the combined production profiles of pair wells. Table 7.3 is a summary of all the equations used by
the Pair-Well approach to characterize the combined decline curves and calculate the EUR of every pseudo pair
well. Equation 1 to Equation 3 of Table 7.3 showcase that that production data of sub-component wells (p1 &
p2) in a pair well set were aggregated to develop a combined production profile. This combined production profile
was then analyzed through Equation 4 of Table 7.3. Like the iterative approach, the 3 critical defining parameters
(Qc i, Qc ab, b) of the ‘Combined Arps Decline Curve Equation’ were determined using the Curve-fit algorithm
and combined production data. However, unlike the iterative approach, the time of production abandonment was
deemed to be 22 years (process of determining time of production abandonment delineated in section 6.1 and 6.2)
when the pair well approach was applied to the case study outlined in section 4.
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Machine Learning Based Predictive Models

Section 8 outlines the process we underwent to develop multiple A.I based models that can predict critical defining parameters of production profiles (Arps Decline Curve) for every possible well position on the discretized
reservoir model. All the A.I models presented in the subsequent subsections are using non-linear regression based
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supervised machine learning algorithms. Therefore, all the A.I models were trained on labeled data sets. The
hyperparameters for all the A.I models were optimized through exhaustive grid search algorithms and the efficacy
of different regression ML algorithms were compared using statistical significance tests and R2 based K-fold cross
validation analysis. The feature engineering process was based on domain expertise and correlation coefficient
analysis

8.1

Summary of ML Model Accuracy (Iterative approach)

Table 8.1 describes the average accuracy (over 5 cross validation folds) and percentage error with respect to test
data for all ML models developed for the iterative approach. The results are very promising as they show all
models to be highly stable, generalizable and accurate. We tried to develop the models using the SVM regression
algorithm (Scikit-Learn 0.23.2, 2020), but the resultant models were not accurate. It should be noted that any
expected ultimate recovery values derived from the models are only valid for the first 13 years of the time period
as the production profiles used to train the ML algorithms were truncated in accordance to declared abandonment
time step.

8.2

Summary of ML Model Accuracy (Pair Well approach)

Table 8.2 describes the average accuracy (over 5 cross validation folds) and percentage error with respect to test
data for all ML models developed for the pair well approach. It further stipulates that the abandonment time step
for the pair well approach and the efficacy of the corresponding ML models is limited to 22 years. The significant
difference in abandonment time steps for both pair well and iterative approaches is due to the disparity in their
water cut limits.

8.3

Steps taken to develop the ML workflow for both simulators

1. Feature (Inputs to Model) Engineering:
• Developed heat maps that showcase correlation strength between input parameters and output parameters. Also plotted interactive visual aides (graphs) to visualize trends.
• Identified anomalous data through hierarchical clustering algorithm.
• Used domain expertise to identify features: Initial Pressures, Grid Cell Thickness, Depth Difference
between perforated grid cells of Injector and Producer wells, 2D distance difference between Injector
and Producer wells, etc.
2. Pre-processed Data Sets and tuned ML Algorithms:
• Standard Scalar; Hyper Parameter Optimization
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3. Used different ML Regression Algorithms
• Random Forrest; Decision Tree; Support Vector Machine (regression)
4. Evaluated and Compared the accuracy of different ML models
• Mean Square Error; Mean Absolute Error; Percentage Error Difference (with respect to testing data)
• Statistical Significance Testing (used to compare performance between two ML regression algorithms)

8.4

Feature Engineering for Iterative Approach

A Heat map, much like Figure 8.4, is a matrix which provides the correlation strength between two features of a
specific ML model. The darker the color, the stronger the correlation. It should further be noted that the number
housed in the matrix cells is a scalar that measures the strength of a linear correlation between two features. All
numbers lie between -1 and 1. The closer to 0, the weaker the strength of the correlation.

From various heat maps it was inferred that dependant variables Qi , Qab and b are all strongly correlated with
the following input features: Initial Pressure, Grid Cell Thickness and Depth Difference between perforated grid
cells of Injector and Producer wells. Therefore, these input features are apt for the subsequent development of
the machine learning models.
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From the graphs in Figure 8.5 it can be understood that the relationships between b and the input features are
nonlinear in nature. b has an inverse relationship with Grid Cell Thickness and Depth difference from Injector.
However, b has a direct relationship with initial pressure. The red circle on the graph highlight anomalous data
points. All the anomalous data points correspond to pseudo wells that are located on the fringe of the reservoir
model, and have a lower than 10ft grid cell thickness. It should be noted that the anomalous grid cells/pseudo
wells showed insignificant production potential, and were therefore disregarded when the training the A.I based
PRS. Hence any predictions/forecasts made by the PRS for grid cells that have thickness lower than 10ft are
inaccurate but also inconsequential towards the optimal solution.
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Determining Optimal Well Location (Iterative Approach)

The ML models predict the Qi , Qab and b values for every active grid cell in the discretized reservoir model.
Utilizing Equation 2 and 5 from Table 7.1 we calculated the di and EUR values for every active grid cell in the
reservoir model. Subsequently, the calculated EUR data set was ranked in descending order. The highest EUR
and its corresponding grid cell was found to be the optimal well location for the producer well. Figure 9.1 displays
the optimal placement for the producer well on the reservoir model map. Well 1 is the producer well.

The optimal well location seems to be sensible and intuitively placed at the top of the largest structure. For
further evaluation of the iterative approach, unsupervised machine learning clustering models were applied. The
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clustering models classified production zones based on average EUR values in Figure 10.1. As expected, the
highest production zones were found to be situated on top of structures.

10

Characterizing dif ferent reservoir production zones in the
reservoir using Unsupervised ML

The following subsections utilize clustering unsupervised machine learning algorithms to spatially demarcate/classify
production regions of the discretized reservoir model. The clustering algorithm is trained upon the ‘iterative
approach’ EUR forecast data set. However, it should be noted that EUR forecast data set was unlabeled. Hyperparameters such as number of clusters were determined through domain expertise and the elbow correlation. The
training time order of the clustering algorithms was in the time order of milliseconds. The K-means clustering
algorithm was chosen by us over hierarchical clustering algorithms as we wanted the clustering models to scale
up for large data sets accurately and efficiently.

10.1

Approach

We started off by using the data set that includes the calculated EUR values for each active grid cell in the
reservoir model. We then clustered the EUR data set using a K-means cluster algorithm (Na, Xumin et al.).
Each cluster developed by the unsupervised ML algorithm demarcates different production zones on the reservoir
contour map as shown in Figure 10.1. The label of each cluster is the average EUR for each production zone.
Optimal number of clusters is determined by domain knowledge (such as EUR is strongly correlated with grid cell
thickness), and using the Elbow method (Marutho et al.). The Elbow method correlates percentage of variance
explained (ratio of between-group variance to within-group variance) with the number of clusters. The plot
of the Elbow correlation helps pinpointing a Goldilocks zone that minimizes number of clusters but maximizes
percentage of explained variance. Once the results of the clustering ML algorithm were obtained, the production
zones and corresponding labels were qualitatively evaluated for feasibility.

10.2

Results

Figure 10.2 illustrates the different production zones on the reservoir model map. Every color is a different
production region. The labels (average EUR forecast) of the colors are displayed on the legend.

As expected, Figure 10.2 shows that the highest production regions are on top of the domes. The highest
production region (red color) coincides with the optimal producer well placement found by the Iterative proxy
model. As one goes further away from the dome, the productivity of the regions decreases. The highest production
region (red color) has an average EUR of 902,946 bbl over 13 years (assuming only one well is producing from
the reservoir).
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Determining Optimal Well Location (Pair Well Approach)

The process to determine the optimal pair well locations is similar to the one described for the iterative approach.
One, major difference is that the cumulative EUR is not calculated for all possible pair well combinations, but
rather it is only calculated for pair well combinations where both wells are situated in high production zones (classified by the K-means clustering algorithm developed in the previous section). Additional differences include, the
size of the training/testing dataset of the ‘pair well approach’, being 110 pair wells instead of 108 single producer
wells. While the ML based models for the pair well approach seem to display relatively high levels of average r2
accuracy (refer section 8.2) over 5 cross validation K-folds of their training/testing data, it should be noted that
the pair well approach ML models were significantly less effective when tested upon pair well combinations in the
bottom 4 production zones (in terms of average EUR) demarcated in Figure 10.2. The lack of accuracy of the pair
well approach ML models in low production zones is due to its relatively small and spatially underrepresented
training data sample. Hence, implying that without a significantly larger training dataset, which is sourced from
expensive computational simulations, the pair well approach is much less versatile and accurate than the iterative
approach for heterogeneous reservoir environments.
Figure 11.1 displays the optimal placements for pair producer wells on the reservoir model map. The optimal
well placements were determined on the basis of which investigated pair well combination outputted the highest
combined forecast EUR. The optimal well locations seem to be sensible and intuitively correct.
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Iterative vs. Pair Well Approach Results: Two Producer
Well System

In this section we display the optimal well placements provided by the Iterative approach for a two producer and
one injector well system. That is, after optimally placing the first producer well, iterations take place for the
exact process, while keeping the producer well in the simulation that provides the production data for decline
curve fitting used to place the second optimal well. This iterative process is clearly sub-optimal in comparison to
simultaneous pair well placement. But we believe for mature or lean field development scenarios where no parallel
drilling occurs, the iterative approach is a more accurate and efficient process than the pair well approach. The
assumptions, constraints and reservoir environment of this specific application were consistent with the case
study outlined in section 4. From Figure 12.1, it is evident that the optimal producer well placements provided
by the Iterative approach differ slightly from the placements outputted by the Pair Well Approach (Figure 11.1).
Moreover, as expected, it is evident in Table 12.2 that the combined EUR of the Pair Well Approach placements
(assuming abandonment time step of 13 years) is 2.4 % or 41,113 bbl higher than the combined EUR of the Iterative
Approach placements. Hence, implying that the Pair Well Approach is, from a mathematical perspective, more
effective when trying to optimally position two producer wells simultaneously. That being said, over a 13 year
production time period, the difference between both approaches falls well below the uncertainties and numerical
errors of our limited case study.
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Proxy Reservoir Simulators Computational Cost

Figures 13.1 (Iterative Approach) and 13.2 (Pair Well Approach) display a detailed outline of both reservoir proxy
simulator pipelines. Furthermore, the timestamps displayed in each figure compare the computation time of the
proxy simulators against estimates for current conventional industry optimization approaches when applied to the
problem outlined in section 4. The scale of said problem is small as the proxy reservoir simulators (PRS) search
area is only 1150 active grid cells. However it should be noted that the run times for both proxy simulators were
in the order of milliseconds and the models were implemented on a standard specification laptop. Moreover, the
PRS requires minimal human intervention in comparison to conventional approaches.
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Novelty of Integrated Proxy Simulators

The PRS do not require any time series based input data to predict optimal well placement. Therefore, the
proxy simulators are computationally inexpensive (in terms of data storage) relative to metaheuristic models.
The PRS are not subject to the uncertainties and assumptions of analytical/fundamental flow transport models
equations as the simulators are based on production data and decline curve analysis. Therefore, we hypothesize
the codified process to train the proxy simulators is applicable to a diverse range of reservoirs. Furthermore, the
PRS illustrated high levels of stability and accuracy when tested on our case study reservoir model, thus providing
reliable proof of concept.
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Conclusions

The proposed reservoir proxy simulators have proven to be computationally inexpensive and consistently accurate, in a limited scope, when optimizing producer well locations. It should further be noted that due to the
autonomous nature of the machine learning and decline curve analytics workflow, both PRS require minimal
supervision. Identifying the limitations of the proposed PRS in terms of versatility and scalability, still requires
further investigation. In the near future we look forward to applying the proposed PRS to industry scale reservoir
models that display heterogeneous geological features and properties. Moreover, we aim to compare the accuracy
and efficacy of both PRS models when optimizing multiple producer well placements. We have also identified
various promising potential extensions to the current workflow of the project:
• Develop a composite ML and GAMS based prescriptive model to schedule installations of artificial lift
systems
• Develop an ML based classification model that determines optimal completion strategies
• Forecasting water production for drilled wells and related disposal costs
• Develop a prescriptive model for surface infrastructure design
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